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to have about what happens to us ; -who possessed experience, knowledge, discernment, was not anybody in particular, but just " people." When Wazemmes consulted somebody about these matters, it was not because he believed this somebody to be better fitted than he was himself to pass a personal judgment upon them ; it was because this other person seemed to him to be more in touch with what<c people ** might think or say about them. And when Wazemmes, on his own account, made an effort to think things over, or even to think things out, it was most often for the purpose of trying to divine what was, or what might be, or what ought to be, on this, that, or the other point, the opinion of " people/*
But there must be no misunderstanding about it: what mattered was the real, sincere thoughts of these " people y> — not in the least what " people ** said to gull fools. Wazemmes was not in the least duped by that farce. " People ** quite openly professed opinions — such as were to be found, especially, in school-books, in the admonitions of parents, in official speeches - in which " people " did not beUeve for a moment. For example, " people " said, for the benefit of anybody who chose to listen to them, that it was a bad thing to expect to get rich without working, and that a young man ought to keep his virtue as long as possible. Happily, however, ** people" contradicted themselves and thus gave away how much deceitfulness there was in many of the things they said.
Read the same paper from beginning to end. You would find a leading article protesting against the reputation for easy virtue which was attributed to French women; but a story on the third page would describe a scene of Parisian adultery for you, with all the air of applauding it and envying people who could amuse themselves like that. Well, the story was what " people ** thought. The article was what " people " pretended to think. Let fellows who were not born fools take note.
At the moment, the question which worried Wazemmes was this : if " people " had been present at the adventure
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